Our wines reflect the distinctiveness and diversity of their sites – from the elevated valley floor of
High Serenity Ranch to the unique intensity of Volcano Ridge Vineyard. Handcrafted by Winemaker
Matt Hughes and Brassfield's winemaking team, our focus on sustainable farming, classic techniques,
and purity of flavor produce fruit-driven, balanced, and delicious wines.
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A bright and crisp wine infused with
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Rich and soft, this wine is loaded with
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rooted earthy notes and taut pinot
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and guava provide a mouth-filling
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something new each time. Creamy

by subtle minerality. Currently accessible,
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but age worthy for at least a decade.
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delicate minerality.
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reminiscent of blueberry pie is balanced
by an underpinning of baking spices. The
thick composition of this blend is

